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dacia maraini,
monica vitti
and andy warhol,
in 1973.

roman holiday

Macro, the museum of modern art of Rome, which
opened its door more than a decade ago, is not
onlylocated in an amazing and elegant building, it
isalso established in one of the most culturally active
neighbourhoods, the Testaccio . The on-going exhibition
showcases the collections of arts from 1960’s to present.
A real delight! Rachèle Bevilacqua

THE STORY OF
MADEMOISELLE
Before the world knows her as Coco, the
designer who revolutionized women’s fashion
went by the name Gabrielle Chanel. She was a
little girl who lived in an orphanage with her
two sisters, and for the first time, the story of
Gabrielle is told in a comic book, from her
obscure childhood until her successful life as
fashion’s true “Mademoiselle” that we all know
her for. R.B.
Coco Chanel, by Pascale Frey and Bernard
Ciccolini, Naïve edition.

Exposition “Ritratto di una città. Arte a Roma 1960-2001”, Until May 26th, www.museomacro.org

40 Years in Asia

www.sothebys.com

fine Art 69

Patrice Valette, founder of
Fine Art 69, moved from Swiss
2 years ago and has recently
opened a gallery in Kuala
Lumpur with Indonesia’s top
fashionista, Izabel jahja as its
Program Director. Located
at Damansara Height, Fine
Art 69 currently represents
both local and international
artists, with a few Indonesian
artists scheduled to join later
this year. N.A.
www.fineart69.com
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CHIME FOR
CHANGE
What do Frida Giannini of GUCCI, Salma
Hayek Pinault and Beyoncé KnowlesCarter have in common? They share the
same passion for girls’ and women’s
empowerment, as is apparent in the new
campaign that featured Beyoncé’s music,
narrated by Salma Hayek Pinault, directed
by Frida Giannini and founded by GUCCI,
which was presented at the TEDxWOMEN
2013. Together they joined their hands to
raise funds and chime for change. N.A.
www.chimeforchange.org
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Sotheby’s recently organized a
private viewing which highlights
selected Southeast Asian
Paintings and collection of
watches at The Capital Residence,
Jakarta, to celebrate their 40 years
in Asia. Collectors were given a
preview of fine works of art which
will be auctioned on the 6th of
April, at the Hong Kong
Convention and Exhibition
Centre for the upcoming spring
2013 sales. Natasha Asoka

